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PATENTED SYSTEM

100 % MADE IN EUROPE

Zodiac Original pools have made history through innovations. 
For more than 30 years, Zodiac Original has been enjoying a reputation 
thanks to its exclusive fabric and technical process.

A unique concept  
and    a proven technology 
for decadesand
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HIPPO 
water-water balance 
The rectangular structure of the pool naturally 
balances the pressures: the water pressure in 
the pool 4  is balanced by the water pressure in 
the flange 5 . 
This ensures an unmatched reliability when 
installing and using the pool.

WINKY & OVLINE 
air-water balance 
The water in the pool creates an increasing 
pressure  with the depth. The water flows from 
the pool to the flange through openings at the 
bottom of the flange .  
The pressure of the water is then applied to the 
air trapped by the flange . This ensures that 
the pool remains stable.
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A soft fabric 
without compromising  

THERMAL BANDING 
Is an industrial process developed from 
aeronautical techniques. It consists of a hot 
assembly of the fabric. It ensures the constant 
quality of the Dynalon© panels assembly. During 
manufacture, the pools are subjected to a range 
of tests that exceed normal conditions of use, in 
order to ensure their strength and resistance to 
pressure and impact.

DYNALON© 

Zodiac Original pools are made of Dynalon©,  
a very high quality material that has already 
been tried-and-tested in the world of inflatable 
boats. It is made of a dense reinforced polyester 
textile support which pushes back the limits of 
resistance to tearing, abrasion and climatic  
aggressions (rain, UV...).

on durability
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HEAT PUMP
Make the most of your leisure time 
thanks to our range of heat pumps that 
allows you to enjoy swimming longer 
over the year!

Enjoy your pool 

Zodiac Original has all the advantages of a traditional pool without 
the disadvantages! 

Parcels can fit through a standard door opening, making installation 
possible even in difficult-to-access areas. 

On a previously prepared site, no specific tools are necessary 
to build the pool which can be installed by two people in 3 to 6 hours 
depending on the model. It can be easily removed and stored away 
at the end of the summer.

quickly
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Scan to discover 
the step-by-step 
installation video
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The Zodiac Original pool is not compatible with a salt electrolysis unit.

and
A Zodiac Original pool has no metal structure or sharp edges. Its round 
shapes, as well as the smooth, solid and wide wall of the flange, protect 
children from possible injuries. An inflation cap completes the protection.

The size and depth of the pool are ideal for learning how to swim.

The above-ground installation and the height of the pool create enough 
obstacle to comply with the French safety standard for private pools  
(pool height > 1.10 m between two fulcrum points).  
Moreover the pool is equipped with a liftable ladder   and a 
peripheral halyard  which make access and use safe for young children.

A welcoming 
            safe pool     
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pool
Thanks to its unique system of water circulation,  
the flange of a Winky or Ovline Zodiac Original pool acts 
as a heat exchanger. The sun heats the flange, the air 
trapped in the flange rises in temperature and heats 
the water it contains. This heated water is then pumped 
back into the pool. As a result, the temperature rises 
faster and is on average higher than in any other  
above-ground pool (up to +2.5 °C).

  
A self-heating
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leisure
Much more than a swimming area, the 
Zodiac Original pool also offers the 
advantage of a wide, rounded beach. 
While some enjoy the pleasures of the 
water, it allows others to relax on the edge.

Reading, sunbathing, relaxing...
The possibilities are endless. 

A real

beach
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WINKY OVLINE
 

HIPPO
Flexible leisure space suitable 
for all sizes and shapes of 
gardens.

When an optimised swimming 
area coexists with a large 
relaxation space.

A long pool for both swimmers 
and the whole family to enjoy!

collection
 Zodiac Original

* The water height is 10-15 cm from the top of the structure.

SHAPE MODEL TOTAL STRUCTURE 
HEIGHT* (m) ± 5 cm

SURFACE AREA
ON THE GROUND (m)

WATER SURFACE  
AREA (m)

CAPACITY
(m3)

WINKY 4 1.20 Ø 5.00 Ø 3.80 12

WINKY 5/105 1.20 Ø 6.30 Ø 4.70 23

WINKY 5/120 1.25 Ø 6.55 Ø 4.70 24

WINKY 6 1.25 Ø 7.50 Ø 5.90 37

WINKY 8 1.30 Ø 9.50 Ø 7.75 50

OVLINE 2000 1.10 5.00 x 7.00 3.00 x 5.80 25

OVLINE 3000 1.30 6.30 x 9.20  3.50 x 7.20 38

OVLINE 4000 1.30 7.30 x 11.20 4.50 x 9.20 50

HIPPO 40 1.25 7.70 x 11.80 5.00 x 9.00 40

HIPPO 65 1.30 8.20 x 16.55 4.60 x 13.50 65
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Discover 
the various options

Details available on request.

Bubble cover on Winky model

UNDERLAY (groundsheet)

The rot-proof underlay is an ideal 
solution for protection against soil 
imperfections.

HEAT PUMP

Our reversible heat pumps cool the 
water in summer and heat it the rest of 
the year. It is one of the most efficient 
and environmentally friendly pool 
heating solution available.

BUBBLE COVER FOR THE SUMMER

This transparent cover allows the 
sun’s rays to pass through and heat 
the water. The cover is made of blue 
bubbles that create an insulating air 
mattress, thus limiting heat loss and 
water evaporation.

REEL SYSTEM FOR BUBBLE COVER 

Mobile manual reel system  
for easy installation and removal of the 
bubble cover.

WINTER COVER

Winter cover* to protect the pool from 
the inconveniences of winter (leaves, 
dirt...). Available in grey (Winky pools) or 
navy blue (Ovline and Hippo pools). 

This winter cover cannot be considered as a safety 
cover according to the requirements of the French 
NF P 90-308 safety standard.
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A Zodiac Original kit contains : the pool, a stainless 
steel safety ladder, a sand filter, a filtration pump, 
one or two floating skimmers (depending on 
the size of the pool), an electric inflator, a set of 
38 mm diameter hose connections, and assembly 
instructions.

Check with your local town hall to make sure that 
there are no specific local regulations for the 
installation of your swimming pool.

The first filtration of the water is carried out by the 
floating skimmer which can be placed anywhere in 
the pool. The sand filter, powered by the filtration 
pump, takes care of the rest in order to reinject 
clear water into the pool. The filter and the pump 
are to be placed in a watertight and ventilated 
technical room (not supplied).

Optimalfiltration

Easyto use

You are only one step away from enjoying it!

composition
 
Kit
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Manufacturer: DEL SAS. In an effort to continually improve the quality of its products, DEL SAS reserves the right to modify or discontinue any model 
presented in this documentation. All the measurements that are indicated are given as an indication and may vary depending on necessary manufacturing 

tolerances. The availability of certain models can also vary. Document not contractually binding. DEL SAS with a capital of 2 300 000 € - RCS 303355671 
Rennes - ZA La Croix Rouge - 35530 Brécé - FRANCE • Graphic creation: deuxpointdeux.com - meriadeg.com

© DEL SAS, Jérôme Ganiovecchiolino, David Piolé, Ludozme, DEL SAS • 01-24 • A-DBRO15101.L1
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www.zodiacoriginal.eu

100 % MADE IN EUROPE

2-YEAR WARRANTY

Your pool expert


